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Uncertainty shrouds
DU's planned move

N.w.photo by Jim Fllrflw

WINTER'S ON ITS way, and this house is getting a new
coat while the painter is winding up the last weeks of
summer's work in the Bowling Green area.

By Rich Bergemin
Newt Editor
The administration's position
remains cloudy today after Delta Upsilon served its surprise moving notice
Tuesday, and there is much speculation
on its adverse effect on Greek Village
plans.
Dr. James Bond, vice president of
student affairs, said that when the Board
of Trustees approved a somewhat
similar move by Beta Theta Pi as a oneyear experiment last spring they did not
give other fraternities permission to do
likewise.
"All I know is what the board said."
Dr. Bond concluded, adding he didn't
know enought about the situation to say
more.
President Hollis A. Moore. Jr. also
claimed ignorance, explaining
he
wasn't even sure yet if the action
required any approval on his part.
He said he would discuss the
situation with Dr. Bond, and cited the
possibility of the issue coming before
Friday's Board of Trustee meeting.

H.A. DeHays, instructor in the art
department and fraternal advisor to the
DU s, said Tuesday that approval of the
move was unnecessary, and has not been
sought.
DU president Jeff May did say his
fraternity will go through the proper
channels, but expected no resistance.
"We're not trying to strong-arm our
way through," he explained, "and we
don't want to get in disfavor with the
University."
Both Raymond Whittaker. dean of
students, and Tim Smith, assistant dean
and lnterfraternity Council advisor, said
they were taken completely by surprise
at the announcement, but saw nothing
wrong with the move.
The action taken by the DU s and the
Betas reflect a future pattern in the
greek system according to many sources.
Smith said both fraternities and
sororities have been expressing a
general desire to move off-campus individually, rather than await the longdelayed Greek Village to become a
reality.

Committee asks repeal

Smut laws under fire
WASHINGTON (AP-Contendlng U.S.
adult censorship laws are ineffective,
unwarranted, often wrongfully enforced
and unsupported by most Americans, a
sharply divided Presidential Commission on Pornography recommended
yesterday that they be repealed.
It recommended state laws against
public display of obscene pictures or
their sale to children, but no similar ban
on written matter. And it asked mass sex
education so Americans can frankly and
openly deal with sexual matters on an
informed basis.
"The commission believes that there
is no warrant for continued governmental interference," said the commission's 12-membermajority, "with the
full freedom of adults to read, obtain or
view whatever material they wish."
The commission was named in 1967
by President Lyndon B. Johnson at the
direction of Congress.
The White House has been at pains to
note the commission was not appointed
by President Nixon and has, in effect,
disavowed its findings in advance.
This indicates that few, if any, of its
recommendations will be submitted as
administration sponsored legislation.
The 18-member commission's
majority, led by Chairman William B.
Lockhart, said "the spirit and letter of

our Constitution" prohibit governmental
interference unless there is a clear threat
of harm and extensive investigation has
produced no evidence either that smut is
a significant cause of sex crimes or
deviancy or that it corrupts the nation's
moral climate.
But three dissenting commissioners
accused the majority of recommending
moral anarchy and slanting its report in
favor of the pornography business.
The dissenters, including Nixon's
only appointee, Charles H. Keating Jr.,
said the purpose of anti-obscenity laws is
to protect the public, not individual,
morality and never was based on what
they called the impossible task of proving
specific harmful effects.
"The commission's majority
report," they asserted, " is a Magna
Carta for the pornographer."
Keating and his fellow dissenters,
the Rev. Morton A. Hill of New York City
and Winfrey C. Link of Hermitage,
Tenn., recommended federal laws
against smut, vigorous Justice Department prosecution of offenders and state
film censorship boards across the
country.
The majority recommended repeal
of some 114 federal and state laws
against importing, showing or selling
pornography to adults.

It said state laws gainst publicity
displaying or selling ot, ve ne pictures to
children should not attempt to include
written material because literature
appropriate for children cannot be
legislated and words too offensive for
public display cannot be defined.
It asked also rejection of Senate
measure to curb the U.S. Supreme
Court's
jurisdiction over obscenity,
saying the courts should not be restricted
simply because a "vocal majority or
minority of citizens disagrees strongly"
with their rulings.
It said a mass sex education
program establishing informed, healthy
sexual attitudes would be a powerful
positive approach to blunting the taste
for perverted sex information and
building a realistic consensus for dealing
with sexual matters.
The commission suggested that its
report be widely debated by Americans
and that its research which it said on
such a controversial subject is sure to be
challenged-should be continued and
expanded by responsible scientific
organizations.
The report, including the dissents,
runs more than 1,000 pages. The gist of
its findings had been learned in advance.
T» majority said it considered and

rejected both the fears of national moral
decay and that legal pornography for
adults would lead to greater exposure to
children before concluding that adult
censorship laws should be repealed.

The move by Delta Upsilon however,
presents a clearer threat to the stalled
Greek Village Corporation than last
spring's action taken by Beta Theta Pi.
The Betas have moved to a flexible
apartment complex and intend to move
into the village when and if it's constructed.
The DUs, on the other hand, plan to
move into a specially built house on a
half-acre tract of land, and May has
already nixed any intention of his
fraternity to move into the village.
Joseph Martini, bursar and
treasurer of the Greek Village Corp..
admitted Delta Upsilon's move doesn't
fit into the corporation's plans, but he
wasn't sure what kind of effect it would
have.
The corporation would like to have
all greek units living together in one area
to preserve unity. Only 19 fraternities
and sororities are shareholders,
however, and the DU's are not among
them.
It clearly would destroy the basic
concept behind the Greek Village plans if
other greek units followed Delta Upsilon's example.
"I'd hate to see that happen,"

News All-American
The BG News has been awarded an All American rating by the
Associated Collegiate Press for the winter and spring quarters 1970.
Under the editorship of Bruce Iarrick, The News received a total of
3650 points, 450 more than the amount needed for the ranking.
Marks of distinction were received in the areas of coverage and
content: writing and editing, editorial leadership and photography.
The News, earlier received a similar rating for the fall quarter, 1969.

Jordan mounts attack
on guerrilla positions
By the Associated Press
The Jordanian army launched artillery and ground attacks Wednesday
against two guerrilla-held towns in
Northern Jordan in violation of the latest
truce, the Palestine guerrillas charged.
The three-man Arab truce committee
in Amman, the Jordanian capital, sent
Arab observers to investigate. The two
cities are Irbid, 50 miles north of Amman
and the scene of violent fighting in the 11day civil war, and Ramtha, 10 miles to
the east.
In the United Nations, the United

States appealed to Israel and Egypt to
resume the stalled Middle East peace
talks.
The Palestine guerrilla charge,
broadcast over Damascus radio, said
"the roar of explosions can be clearly
heard from the Syrian border." Ramtha
is only five miles from the frontier.
It called the bombardment "an open
violation of the Cairo agreement"
reached Sunday between King Hussein
and guerrilla leader Yasir Arafat to stop
the civil war.
Aguerrilla communique described the
ground attack as massive. It said the

University begins
to recruit blacks
ByJeffLeviUm
Staff Reporter
In an effort to bring more black
students to the University the Student
Development Program is now having
Bowling Grren students go to inner-city
schools for recruiting purposes.
Franklyn Jackson, director of the
program, statedthatlastyear the Student
Development Program was directly
responsible for bringing one hundred
black freshmen to Bowling Green.
The program, under the direction of
the Admissions Office, is currently interviewing black students who may be
interested in recruiting.
"This office feels it will take quite an
effort to secure the often quoted number
of 500 black students that are supposed
to be here by next fall," Jackson said.
The response to the program by
University students was termed "light"
by Jackson.
In addition to recruiting the Student
Development Program is trying to set up
a tutorial program for blacks here.
Jackson hopes interested students will
volunteer their services and expertise in

helping establish a well-staffed competent program.
A third phase of the program will
involve counseling. "We'll have four
student counselors who hopefully will be
able to relate positively to incoming
freshmen and help them make a healthy
adjustment to life at Bowling Green,
Jackson said.
A developmental study skills program
is also planned for winter quarter.
Jackson emphasized the need for Interested studentsand faculty to assist him
in this effort.
Most black students at Bowling Green
come from Toledo and Cleveland innercity schools and are brought in through
Upward Bound and Student Development
Programs.
There's a great need for us to visit
inner-city schools, remarked Jackson.
Most kids from such schools don't go
away to college but rather attend community colleges or vocational schools, he
said.
The program was started on a part
time based in 1969. Previous recruiters
were praised for presenting a realistic
view of social and academic life at the
University.

Martini said. He speculated that it may
be the trend, however. "It'd be like a lot
of the other universities, the fraternities
would be spread out all over kingdom
come."
DeHays said Tuesday the DU s have
always felt the idea of a Greek Village
was naive.
"People here must seetha individual
effort of greek initiative," he said.
It was also noted that since the
village plans had stagnated, acting individually was the only realistic alternative.
Martini agreed that corporation
plans had been stalled for a while. He
said the basic problem has been the
failure to find a suitable tract of land.
A meeting with corporation
representatives and President Moore
scheduled next week will probably give
definite direction to the plans, however,
he added.
Asked if the meeting could result in a
complete abandonment of the Greek
Village concept, Martini said there was
no way of knowing.
If that is the case, however, he said
those fraternities and sororities who
have already invested in the venture
would have their money returned.

Anociot.d Prvis Wlr«phat*

KENT STATE STUDENT Tim Baft holds a
candle to what was said to be a draft card
after a Monday night service commorating

the Kent State Four killed there May 4 in a
clash with Ohio National Guardsmen.

ground forces struck after a day-long
artillery bombardment of Irbid and
Ramtha.
Elsewhere in the Middle East, kings
and world leaders gathered in Cairo for
the funeral Thursday of Gamal Abdel
Nasser.
People throughout the Arab world
continued to mourn his death, which
occurred Monday of a heart attack.
In some instances violence flared.
Arab mourners in the occupied Gaza
Strip threw a burning tire at an Israeli
army vehicle and shouted "God is
greater than Israel" when Israeli troops
fired over their heads.
The three-man Arab truce committee,
headed by Premier Bahi Ladgham of
Tunisia announced Tuesday a two-phase
plan for the restoration of peace. It calls
for the withdrawal from Amman of both
the army and the guerrillas.
The Palestinians in the broadcast
from Damascus urged the committee to
ensure the withdrawal of loops without
delay.
At the same time the Central Committee of the Palestinian Resistance
Organization, the over-all guerrilla
leadership, ordered guerrillas to observe
the cease-fire.
At U.N. headquarters
in
New
York. U.S. Ambassador Charles W. Yost,
urging a resumption of Israel-Egyptian
peace talks, urged flexibility on all
parties. He said the United States was
willing to help get the talks reopened.
Egypt is saying goodby to its leader
today on a scale probably unseen since
the days of the Pharaohs.
Officials said they expected a million
Egyptians to take part in the funeral of
Gamal Abdel Nasser.
On the eve of the final farewell, vast
crowds of Egyptians, many still
screaming their grief, marched arm-inarm in downtown Cairo.
World leaders converging for the state
funeral filed past Nasser's body, lying in
state in Kubbeh Palace, the presidential
residence.
Foremost among them was Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin of Soviet Union who
came Tuesday.
The world leaders will march behind
Nasser's flag-draped coffin for the first
mile of the seven-mile procession.
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epiTGRiaLS
the state prison
This week a State Senate committee was bombarded
with horrifying tales of torture, starvation and onbelievable living conditions at the Ohio State Penitentiary,
by a former wartime intelligence analyst.
Mrs. Ysabel Rennie, a Columbus resident, presented an
extensive report to the committee on her findings based on
a two-year investigation into the conditions at the prison.
The report included charts and appendices accounting
incidents of brutality, and listing by name allegedly
sadistic guards and their victims.
Her testimony has been corroborated by two former
psychologists at the penitentiary who had already consulted the committee.
Two guards in particular were labeled as "vicious and
sadistic" in Mrs. Reenie's report. The removal of one of
them, nicknamed "Lt. Clubb" was one of the major
demands in the August 1968 riot at the prison.
At least 18 assaults by that guard have been reported on
committee files since that time, and the guard has been
awarded 2 promotions!
According to Mrs. Rennie, blackmail and threats have
kept knowledgeable persons from exposing the situation as
it really is.
Apparently nothing has been done to alleviate the
deplorable conditions which incited the riot in 1968,
resulting in death for inmates and Ohio National Guardsmen.
The present treatment of prisoners at the Ohio State
Penitentiary is totally inhumane, immoral and a shameful
shock to a sophisticated society which prides itself on
upholding the dignity of man.
And it must end.
To Governor Rhodes, the state Director of Mental
Hygiene and Correction, the FBI, the federal district ,
court, and Attorney General John N. Mitchell we say,
"Take your noses out of your political handbooks and
instigate legislation to clean up the state penitentiary."
We'd hate to see our National Guardsmen called off
campus patrols to fight common criminals again.

opinion

the joys of cafeteria dining
By Jodl Hoffman
Student Columnist
Did you ever stand in the supper line
for fifteen minutes because there was no
clean silverware? Or how about just
when you get to the main course the lady
says there is no more and so you get but
night's leftovers?
Better yet, did you ever wait for forty
minutes because they ran out of chicken

every fourth person and they ran out of
french fries ever third?
Yes, one thing you can rely on is food
service. It never changes.
Every Fall we get our A.W.S. picnic
lunches with a chicken wing and leg, one
cold bun, (with butter this year!) and
ten-cent bag of potato chips (half-full)
and one nice shiney red apple.
In addition to the "food", you get

news
Lerrers
on parking policies
For those of you that were here last quarter, you may recall an article in the
BG News that dealt with radical changes in the parking policy on this campus.
The letter did not demand immediate changes but dealt with the demand for
research Into the matter. The letter was strongly put because I felt that you
weren't getting your money's worth when you registered your car.
I felt that paying all that money to have the pleasure of leaving your treasure
out in lot six was the same thing as the school charging you money and giving
you absolutely nothing.
Not only is it a pain in the neck when the weather gets cold, but, you risk
losing your car altogether.
As a result of my previous letter I was heckled and called an idiot. I even
had the pleasure of getting a pretty asinine reply which insulted my intelligence. My best friends even called me an idiot among other choice things.
Well. God damn It, I'm repeating that letter for research into the parking
system and damn fast.
My car was stolen and stripped. The Highway Patrol called me up at 2 a.m.
and I had to go to the station which was 20 miles away and fill out forms and
then to Perrysburg to cry over my wreck.
Wreck? That's correct. In fact, the car was smashed into a pole, and then
driven into a ravine. The damage, by the way, will be into hundreds, if not
totaled altogether.
This is right after I Just finished recovering from an accident 4 weeks ago.
What did I get for my money, huh? I should ask the University to return my
money; it might help with my deductable insurance.
Marc H. Katz
246 Bromfield

it's agnew again
^~->

**—*

The ink on the report of the Presidential Commission on
Campus Unrest scarcely had a chance to dry before Vice
President Agnew unleashed an alliterative attack on the
findings, warning that they "will be taken as more pablum
for permissiveness."
This barrage came from the same individual who wrote
off the report on pornography after it was released...the
same person who urged the ouster of a member of the
unrest commission because he had spoken his mind on the
situation.
It is becoming more apparent as time goes by the Vice
President will believe only what he chooses from any
report. He takes the material that supports his point of
view and applauds it, while rejectingany point that he may
disagree with.
The News wonders if we are not witnessing one of the
closed minded shouters that President Nixon attacked so
frequently during the 1968 campaign. It appears as though
the Vice President has no intention of lowering his voice
and listening to others, as Mr. Nixon urged.
If the Vice President and others in positions of power
would read the report carefully, and take its recommendationsas constructive suggestions instead of personal
attacks, some good may come out of the commission's
study.
If as we fear may be the case, he persists in ignoring
suggestions of ways he can help cool the "crisis of understanding," the nation may have long to wait before
peace is again restored to the campus scene.
As the report indicates, no one segment is to blame for
the unrest in universities; but all segments can help in
alleviating the problem.
This includes Mr. Agnew.
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night-walkers beware
Girls watch out! Once it was safe for girls to walk alone on camous
campus at niirht
night.
It seems that this is no longer possible. This past week, September 29 to be
exact, a coed of McDonald West was set upon by a would-be assailent then
pursued to her dorm.
,.
I feel that because of this incident security measures should be taken to
safeguard those students having night classes. I think that more adequate
lighting is necessary.
It would be wise if girls walked in groups,stuck to the sidewalks and travel in
will-lighted areas. If at all possible, find some guy going in your direction and
make use of the situation.
It would seem possible that some sort of campus securitycould beinstituted
to insure the student safety. This could be taken in the form of campus guards.
It is too bad that such measures need to be taken on our campus. However,
there is a need to guard the students' safety and (hat should not be ignored.
Theresa Haven
435 West

Mary Smith
435 West

either a napkin "or" a straw. Nothing to
drink. That of course, is orange drink
and it has already been taken to the
(funny) farm where the picnic
(funangames) Is to be held.
If that little box of goodies doesn't
hold you 'til 4:30 there's always the
rubber sandwiches in the machines.
Nevertheless, by suppertime, odd
though it may seem, you are famishedwhy, even your roommate looks good to
you! (No pun intended, you dirty old men
and women out there!)
You drag yourself down to the end of
your hall, the end of the supper line,
where you sedately stand, your tongue
down to you shoes. Forty minutes later
you ask for white meat and the lady gives
you dark because "that's all they have."
She throws three french fries on your
plate and begins "filling" a plate for the
girl behind you.
Next you reach for a salad of wilted
lettuce and for dessert you grab an
orange because an apple a day....
Carrying your tray, laden with these
lucious num-nums, you select a salad

dressing, either Russian or Russian.
You decide on Russian. (You never
did like to make decisions that's why you
came to college.)
A glass of warm milk completes your
evening meal and so you select a table
with the least amount of dirty dishes on
ft
Your heart pounds as you salt your
meat and potatoes, ready to dig in.
Cold. And dry.
The french fries seal ym» cavities and
glue your tongue to the roof of your
mouth. As you choke to death, you grab
desperately for your warm milk.
Nauseous and faint, from lack of
nutrition, you shuffle over to get a cup of
tea. Alas! No tea bags.
As a last resort, you pour a cup of
coffee which subsequently tastes like
mud.
And so seniors, as you take your last
long walk down these hollowed halls,
recall the nights you passively made
your way back to your bed to lie in agony
'til morning.
And pity the undergrads.

on the march for victory
After first reading through Mr. Doughty s column in Wednesday's BG News
I was at first inspired with rash value Judgements. But rather than print them,
I weighed them, and found instead contradictions.
I was puzzled when I heard that a half million Americans parading for war,
death, etc., shall travel Pennsylvania Ave., the same route forbidden to the
same amount of people marching for peace last year.
Curious. But, now It seems that I must retract that last statement.
These folks have God and the Bible on their side. They want "Communists"
destroyed, not people.
With a motive as Christian as that, how can I not help but Join you?
George Amer
350 Anderson

on concert ticket sales
Recently, while discussing plans for the upcoming Homecoming weekend I
discovered that all the tickets to the 3 Dog Night concert had been sold. This
surprlsedmebecause I wasstill waiting for the announcement that they would go
on sale.
Not wanting to scrap my plans I called the U.A.O. office to see if it was true
that the concert was sold out. They stated that it was true.
I asked when the tickets had gone on sale. They replied, around the first part
of July and the sale continued until they were sold out, (a matter of only a few
days after school opened)..
They also stated that the only way a person could know about the ticket sale
was to have heard by mouth or to have seen them on sale in the Union. The
reason was, no ads were placed in the BG News or any other media announcing the sale.
The point of all of this is not to damn the freshmen for getting most of the
tickets. Nor is this written to attack the U.A.O. They are to be commended for
the fine Job they have done in the past and are continuing to do in bringing, fine,
big name groups to BG.
I do feel, however, that the releasing of the tickets to the concert during
freshman pre-registration and then continuing to sell them during the fall when
the freshmen were basically the only students of any number on campus,
constitutes a kind of discrimination against the rest of the student body
I don't feel this was intentional. I do think that in the future no tickets should
be sold until all of the student body have an equal opportunity to purchase them
if they so desire.

Bev Reisterer
434 West

Larry Baisden
416 Darrow Hall

•our man hoppe.

a fairy tale for modern kiddies
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnlit
"All right, kiddles, stop fighting over
Daddy's olive and Daddy will read you
another Old Fashioned Bedtime Story for
Modern Children."
"Please, Daddy, read us Goldilocks
and the Three Beers (cq) again," cried
Little Linda eagerly. "I like the drunken
orgy scene."
"Man, that's a drag," sniffed Tiny
Timothy. "Hit us with something new,
Daddy -o."
"Well, how about the Wicked Witch of
the West? It's about this croaking old
crone..."
"Why does she croak, Daddy?" asked
Little Linda.
"Because she's got emphysema from
living twelve years In downtown Los
Angeles. Hush, now, while Daddy reads
you the story. Comfy?"

"Did it turn him into a frog, Daddy'"
asked Little Linda excitedly.
"No, Linda, it turned him into a longhaired, dirty, bomb-throwing Ylppte."
"Sounds more like speed than acid,"
Tiny Timothy, a precocious little chap,
said with a yawn. "That's a real bummer."
"Well, anyway, Englebert was
terribly unhappy. He didn't like being a
dirty, long-haired Yippie. He was always
being chased by the pigs or the narcs.
Besides, he itched. But what could he
do? He was hooked on a tSO-a-day habit
But then, when all seemed lost, The Good

Fairy found him."
"Oh, Daddy, did the Good Fairy save
him?" asked Little Linda, wide-eyed.
"Yes, Linda, The Good Fairy did. One
night, as Englebert lay asleep in his
dirty, long-haired Yippie pad, The Good
Fairy, dressed In a long, white gown and
and carrying a silver wand, came to him
and kissed him on the forehead.
"Hi, there,'said the Good Fairy. 'My
name Is Herman and...'
"Man, that's a real drag queen," said
Tiny Timothy.
"Yes, and Englebert was so shocked
that he took a bath, got a haircut. Joined
the Peace Corps and lived happily ever

after picking up roadside litter. And the
moral of the story, kiddies, is, of course,
'Know your local pusher.'"
"Oh, Daddy," cried Little Linda,
clapping her hands, "That's a wonderful
story!"
"Bah, humbug," grouched Tiny
Timothy. "The trouble with fairy tales is
that they're all about panthers and
angels and magical pills and pigs and
fairies and..."
"Do they scare you, scaredy-cat?"
sniffed Little Linda.
"Nope," said Tiny Timothy with
another yawn. "They're too much like
real life."

'HI. THERE, UGLY—I'M LOOKING FOR THE LADY OF THE HOUSE...

"Yes, Daddy."

"Well, once upon a time, there was a
handsome, clean-cut young man named
Englebert who set out one day for the
corner grocery store. After many exciting
adventures during which he was
mugged, robbed, rolled, caught In a
shoot-out between the cops and the Black
Panthers and chain-whipped by three
Hell's Angels, Englebert took refuge in a
little park.
"Now there lived In the park an old
mad crone. She was mad because she'd
been disposessed by a freeway. And she
pretended to be sorry for poor, bruised
Englebert.
"Take this magic pill,' she told him,
'It will-heh-heh-heh-solve all your
problems.'
"But when Englebert gratefully
swallowed the pill a strange change
came over him and..."

rmt0r»tr-mr**mmt»me9tmi
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Free to individuals, organizations

Dorm opens oratory lounge
Bv Terry Cochratt
Stall Reporter
A campus-wide "Free
Speech Area" has been
initiated in the main lounge of
Darrow Hall.
Under the guidance of hall
director Hunter Boylan, a
section of the main lounge has
been plastered with thoughtprovoking slogans, posters,
and display cases.
"The main purpose of the
free speech area is to allow
anyone on campus the opportunity to voice any views
he wants," said Boylan. "We
are interested in hearing from
individuals or organisations
from both the left and
right."
Edward H. Ward,
assistant to the vice president
of student affairs, spoke last

A PORTION of the main lounge in Darrow Hall has bean sat aside as
a free speech area where anyone may express their views. It is
hoped that the area will be used to promote discussion among
persons with conflicting views.

night in Darrow's lounge on
the new student riot bill, according to Boylan.
"However, we have no set
schedule as yet for public
speakers," said the hall
director. "All we want to do at
the moment is publicize the
area, leave it open for general
use, and see if there is any

response."
"If there is
none, we have some ideas for
possibly recruiting Black
Panthers from Toledo and
YAF members from this
campus," he added.
Boylan feels there might be
one of two responses to the
new "Free Speech Area."
Either no one will pick up the

Number 9
The Number 9 editor has
finally gotten her page
together and you'll see the
results in tomorrow's edition.
But the tremendous task does
not end there.
Your contributions are still
desperately needed.
If you have any art work.

short stories, reviews or
photography, how about
droppong it off at the BG News
Office, 106 University Hall,
anytime.
Sorry, all you aspiring
poets but verses will be confined to the Uterary Supplement.

BROTHERS & SISTERS
The St.d.it Div.lopM.it Program will interview these

idea at all, or a very one-sided
position of far left or far right
may evolve among the
majority of speakers.
"In the case of an overbalanced
or
one-sided
speaking arena, we would try
to recruit speakers of opposite
beliefs to balance things out,"
said Boylan.
Boylan s ultimate hope is
that the free speech area will
serve as "an on-going seminar
in contemporary issues". He
feels there are plenty of
groups trying to get their

points across, and plenty of
students who should be open to
different positions.
When asked if the free
speech area idea had anything
to do with an extension of the
New University, Boylan said
that his program could very
well evolve into such a thing.
According to Boylan, "The
channels in the universities
have to facilitate political or
social dissent. Perhaps if they
did so a little better, there d be
a little less rock throwing.
We're trying to work towards
that goal."

Attention Men
The PRO SHOP
At The
University Golf Course
Now Has
KNIT SHINTS
F.o-SI) to JI6.S0

Mayors to get more power
if federal aid comes through
WASHINGTON (API-The
Nixon administration announced yesterday a series of
experiments with the 1575million Model Cities program
that could lead to increased
power for mayors over most
federal urban aid spending.
George Romney, secretary
of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, said
between 12 and 18 of the 150
model cities have three socalled planned variations
aimed at eliminating federal
red tape and centralizing
power in mayors' offices.
The experiments, if suc-

cessful, could produce major
changes in other urban aid
programs, officials said.
The White House domestic
council framed the proposals
to implement President
Nixon's commitment to a
"new federalism" emphasizing revenue sharing,
block grants and decentralization.
The experiments furthered
the administration's deemphasis of Model Cities'
original goal of a massive
uplift of selective slum areas.
The program is now seen
as a way of improving coor-

dination between the federal
and other levels of government.
Three options will be
tested: elimination of most of
the federal reviews now
necessary before a local area
can spend Model Cities
money; virtual veto power for
mayors over inany other kinds
of federal spending in their
cities; expansion of model
areas to include an entire city.
The heart of the proposals
is new power for mayors and
local governments, said Floyd
H. Hyde, director of the Model
Cities program.

Metzenbaum urges
crackdown on drugs
By the ASSOCIATED PRESS
Howard M. Metzenbaum,
Democratic candidate for the
U.S. Senate, yesterday called
for the creation of a "massive
national task force to wage an
all-out war" against the fastspreading drug menace in this
country.
Metzenbaum discussed the
problems of drug abuse and
outlined some solutions in a
series of news conferences
beginning in Cincinnati, and
scheduled for
Dayton,
Columbus.
Toledo
and

Cleveland.
He said a first major step
against the drug crisis would
be to expand existing narcotics agency staffs and to
treat as a "vicious crime" the
importing or selling of drugs.
"The most despicable
criminals in our society are
the pushers who, in pursuit of
profit, would hook a whole
youthful generation on
drugs," Metzenbaum added.
Metzenbaum also called
for the establishment of.drug
treatment centers in every

major urban center across the
country.
Metzenbaum claimed that
with sources for illicit drugs
dried up and treatment
centers in operation, much of
the violent crime in the
nation's cities would be
eliminated.

Counseling Center sets
weekly group encounter
What does it take to make a
person "tick?"
A group experience,
"Developing Personal
Potential," will happen each
Wednesday, starting October
7.
"The experience will
present an opportunity for
individuals to explore their
strengths and possibilities for
growth and self-fulfillment,"
Couseling
Center staff
member Dr. David Hathway
said.

The group setting will
serve as a supportive
background for a series of
planned positive experiences
for each person, he explained.
From participation in these
experiences, "each person
increases his capacity to more
fully utilize personal abilities
and
resources,"
Dr.
Hathaway concluded.
The sessions begin from
1:00 to 3:00 at the Counseling
Center, 320 Student Services
Building.

THE BROTHERS OF

PHI KAPPA PSI
INVITE
ALL INTERESTED MEN
TO ATTEND OUR

OPEN HOUSE
7:00-9:00 PM THURS

Hack Stedeits (■forested ii doiig recnitiif work this

C/WDIGAN GCLF S*E*Tt«S

qierter.

QUALITY KNITS

A lull llm In. 119.50

Students applying must be In good
standing academically, and be perable.

CONTACT: Franlclyn Jackson
315 S. S. Bldg,
372-2643

A wid( irlrclion & r»oionably priced

NYLON WINPBRGAKEKS
FEATURING

EXCLUSIVE FASHIONS
By L*< nard Sfrassi

■KAPPAI

DON'T FORGET

INVITES

Special Night
Thursday

ALL INTERESTED
MEN
TO AN OPEN HOUSE

2 FOR I
At The C.I.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WED.-SAT.

TONIGHT
7:00-9:00 PM
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Key gets new format
By Steve Wolfrom
The 1970-71 Key yearbook
will have a new format with
four seasonal issues and a
magazine style, according to
tri-editon Becky Linden,
senior (Ed), Kathy Glover,
senior (Ed), and John Cessna,
senior (Ed).
Instead of one book and a
summer supplement, sub-

scribers will receive a volume features that relate to the
for each season, with the interest of the students," said
summer volume being issued Miss Linden. She said the
Oct. 22 and 23 in the Forum of summer issue will have
the Student Services. The features on last spring's "sex
spring issue will be mailed. survey" and summer school
Students will also receive a at the University.
Miss Glover said the book
hard-cover, two hole, postof a
binder to preserve the paper will be more
"publication" than "memory
covered
book."
first volume.
Miss Linden said she hoped
"We're trying to get more
the change would be an incentive to the Key staff to
improve their product by
seeing
mistakes
and
problems, correcting them in
following issues.
"We felt students could get
more out of the Key if they can
Dr. Ronald Lipman, a see events soon after they
clinical psychologist from the happen," Miss Linden saidOther changes include
National Institute of Mental
Health, estimated 190,000 to having "record" pictures
200,000 children are being spread out among the
The freshman
treated with drugs by their volumes.
doctors to try to make them record will be in the summer
more calm and improve their volume, Greeks in the fall,
organizations in the winter
classroom work.
Although the drugs act as and seniors in the spring.
Miss Lenden said Greeks
stimulants in adults, for some
reason they calm overactive will have more freedom in
children up to 12 years old, choosing where and how their
said Dr. Thomas Points, a group shot will be taken, but
deputy assistant secretary of there will be no candids or
for
Greeks
or
the department of Health, copy
organizations. Organizations
F,ducation and Welfare.

School drug use
still under fire
WASHINGTON fAP)
Government specialists have
told a House privacy subcommitee that behaviormodifying drugs are apparently medically sound and
perfectly safe for treating
certain learning disabilities in
school children.
But the congressional
subcommittee also heard
testimony Tuesday from
witnesses who complained
that school administrators in
Omaha. Neb.,and Little Rock,
Ark., had pressured parents to
allow drug treatment for their
overactive youngsters.
Harvard lecturer John
Holt, author of the book "How
Children Fail" said that
"lively, curious energetic
children" may be so bored by
classrooms they become
fidgety and are mistakenly
given drugs to quiet them in
class.
Rep.
Cornelius
E.
Gallagher
(D-N.J-) ,
chairman' ot
the
subcommittee looking into the
use il stimulant drugs to
change children's behavior
patterns, said he remains
skeptical of the merits of such
drugs.

will be formal as in previous
years.
There will be less color
than in previous years. "Only
thoses stories that merit color
will get it," she said.
The cover of each issue will
be pictures of the same tree
taken at different times of the
year to represent the changing
seasons.
The theme of the entire
year will be "Re-birth" a
name that will "sum-up" the
change that Is happening,
Miss Glover said.
In each issue there will be a
section called the "Gallery,"
with writings and photographs
connected with the season
represented in the issue or
with the theme.
Any student's original
work is acceptable and should
be turned In at the Key office,
310 Student Services Bldg.
The tri-editors got the idea
for the four seasonal sections
from a yearbook from a
college in Kansas.
Miss
Linden said the staff did not
like the content of that book,
but liked dividing the year into
parts
The cost will remain the
same, $7. Individual issues
cannot be purchased.

N.-wK.io by Jim Pl«4lar

Draft gets June grads

Senate expected to approve

WASHINGTON (AP) -Still
plugging holes in its draft
lottery system, the administration has knocked
down the chance of escaping
induction by becoming 1-A
late in the year.
The Selective Service
System announced yesterday
a three-month extension of
measure.
Proxmire, a frequent critic draft liability for any 1-A man
of waste in military spending, whose draft board has
concedes there is little chance reached his lottery number
the Senate will restore but who has not been drafted
restrictions striken by the by the end of the year.
conference. But he suggested
The aim is to prevent the
some of the savings might be unfairness of drafting one
realized by making larger man according to the lottery
than usual cuts in the pending of last December and then
military appropriations bill. passing up another man with a
In
separate
action* lower lottery number just
Tuesday, the Senate ap- because he became available
proved, 73 to 0, a 11.68 billion along with a crowd of other
military construction bill low-numbered men after the
authorizing new building on manpower needs were filled.
military bases in the United
That is the kind of situation
States and overseas.
created by the mid-year
But essentially, the bill is graduation of hundreds of
the Pentagon's shopping list thousands of college students,
many holding lower numbers
for new arms and hardware.
The Senate version called for than those already called.
spending $19.2 billion, a 6.7 per
The time it takes to process
cent reduction of President such men into 1-A status
Nixon's $20.6 billion budget leaves them unavailable for a
request.
draft call until late in the year,
The compromise $19.9 and the Pentagon has been
billion total represents a 3.4 unwilling to wait that long for
per cent cut.
recruits.

$19.9 billion military bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
compromise
$19 9-billion
military purchasing bill, including funds for two more
Safeguard antimissile sites
and authority for unlimited
aid to Israel, is headed for
final consideration in the
Senate.
The bill, which came out of

the Senate House conference
last week, was approved 341 to
11 by the House Tuesday.
It Is expected to win final
approval in the Senate by
tomorrow despite a fight by
Sen, William Proxmire (DWis.), who claims the conference butchered the money
saving features of the

assignment board with senior writer Rick
Conover.

JOHN CESSNA, one of three editors of the
University yearbook the KEY, checks the

WFAL

I

RADIO 680 AM
Top 40 • Old its . Ceapit News

CUP A SAVE

50c Off ■W&Sr
COLONIAL BARBER SHOP
125 E. Court Street
This Cord expires offer 5 hoirruts
or Jon 31, 1971
D
UNCH HEKt •••••

The move leaves unsolved,
however, a related fairness
problem-that of the men
already drafted to meet
Pentagon needs because the
latecomers were not available
sooner.
The carryover men will
tend to benefit the new
manpower pool facing next
year's draft, while this year's

pool sends extra men in their
place.
The carryovers will, in
fact, be drafted for 1971 calls
even before the regular 1971
manpower pool is touched.
Their draft priority will be
second only to that of volunteers during next January,
February and March.
Selective Service officials

said they have no estimate of
how many men will be carried
over with this three-month
extended liability.
Selective Service has
placed a ceiling of No. 19S
nationwide this year, meaning
the more than 4,000 local
boards may not call men with
higher numbers.

Toledo obtains grant
for teaching hospital
COLUMBUSl AP)- The Ohio period. If it does not exercise
Controlling Board yesterday the option, the hospital will
leased $2,252,600 to the automatically belong to the
Medical College of Ohio at county at the end of the 20
Toledo to help pay for a years, Brooks said.
Sen. Robert R. Shaw <Rteaching hospital.
Dr. Glidden Brooks, Columbus), requested that the
college president, said the hospital steer students toward
Lucas County hospital com- the general practice of
plex would be leased from the medicine rather than into
county. The money would go specialized fields.
"I've been preaching this
for alterations and equipment.
Brooks said federal funds for 20 years," Shaw said. "But
are unavailable for the project about all I've gotten from it is
this fiscal year and that words."
"If all the faculty up there
chances were small for obtaining them in fiscal year are specialists, you can put it
down right now that all those
1972.
The money requested is students will come out
currently available in ap- specialists," Shaw said.
In other action, the board
propriations made by the last
released $1,190,003 for the
session of the legislature.
The college plans to lease construction of 201 additional
the hospital for 20 years with camping facilities at Punan option to buy during that derson State Park in Geauga

County.
The Division of Parks and
Recreation said the money
went for roads, sewage
facilities and buildings as well
as for campsite preparation.
"If we can afford paved
roads, why do we have to put
privies in," asked Sen. Oliver
Ocasek, i D-Akron i. A division
spokesman explained that the
previews mentioned were
modem, flush-type facilities.
Two senators balked when
the division asked for $122,000
for a consultants fee on the
same project. Ocasek and Sen.
Paul
E. Gillmore, i RTiffim, voted against the
request that was approved 4-2.
Ocasek said he thought the
fee was too high.
Gillmor did not explain his
negative vote.

Thmre Is Finally A Place Where You Can Take
A Date For An Intimate Entertaining Evening

Try. COFFEE HOUSE
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 8:00 & 10:30
in the Carnation Room of the Union

Appearing Mirk Goros I Cliff Spirts

DORSEYS DRUGS
One Block From Campus
500 E. Wooster

noticeably cam-frm
It takes this year's U-neck
sweater from BRENTWOOD
tomake last year's body shirt
look right. Just one of Brentwood's new style and color
fashions. Check the rest of
his get-up. It's all here.

Malay gave us the Batik
print. You'll jump for joy
when you see what this varicolored dress selection can
do for you. Kicky.

Slip UniitrrBtlif g>linti
532 6. booster
Phone 352-5165

Mon. Thru Sot. 9:00 o.m. - 5:30 p.m.

SMOKER
TONIGHT 7-9PM

"By The Tracks"
Lot Us Fill Your Proscription From Home

Ftftirtog F.I.P. Moitkly Specials

PHI TAU
HOUSE
COME OVER
AND
MEET THE BROTHERS

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

MONEYBAGS!
NEEDS HELPI

MALE 01
FEMALE

IF YOU NEED JrONEY FOR FOOD, CLOTHES, OR JUST
FOR FUK AND YOU CAN WORK 2 OR 3 HCURS A DAY
AFTER CLASSES AT YOUR CONVENIENCE,
THEN CALL MISTER MONE1 BAGS)
HE HAS BAGS OF MONEY FOR YOUII CALL 352.0224
From 9:30am fo 4:30pm Thurs or Friday
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LASALLE'S BACK TO CAMPUS NIGHT
You're Invited To The 2nd Annual B.T.C. Night
7:00-10:00 PM Thurs. Oct. 1st

This year Year We've Gone All Out To Gather Up
The Biggest & Best Bargains In Every Depf.
Of Our Entire Store!
STUDENT ACCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE
TO ALL B.G.S.U. STUDENTS

APPLY & CHARGE "TONIGHT"!
1

1

To Celebrate Our 2nd B.T.C. Night We'll Be Offering
Tremendous Savings To All "Students & Faculty" Of B.G.S.IL
*••••***•••••••••*••*••*•*•**•*••****••*••••*•**••*••*•*••*

I Door Buster Bargains i
*
*
••*•••*•••*••****•••••••**•••••••••••*••••••***•••*••*•••••

FIRST QUALITY

MENS FLARE PANTS

PANTY HOSE

REG. $U.00-$12.00

REG. 1 50

TONIGHT $3.97

TONIGHT 75(

FLEA TABLES
YOUR CHOICE

TONIGHT $1.00

MENS SWEATERS
REG. $9.00 - $11.00

TONIGHT $4.97

Plus Many More Bargains To Numerous To Mention!

LASALLES

Potja 6/Tha EG Ntw», Thurtd ■>, Oetobtr 1, 1970

352-PLUS has daily caller
By Donna Kirk

Associated Preaa Wlrephoto

CAIRO STREETS ARE jammed with
mourners attempting to reach
the
presidential palace at Koubbeh, a Cairo

suburb, to pay a last tribute to Egyptian
President Gamal Abdel Nasser, who died
Monday of a heart attack.

The Bowling Green Crisis
number has already attracted
one daily caller.
According to volunteer
secretary
Mrs.
Sharon
Baxter, a lonely woman calls
several times a day, apparently to have someone to
talk to.
"She's just lonely, I
guess," Mrs. Baxter said.
"She feels we help her by
talking Just about anything."
The Crisis number 352PLUS, is intended for those
who need help to solve a
particular problem.
Crisis Service organizer,
Mr. Gene Keil said the Service
averages 15 calls a day. Keil is
also associate director of the
United Christian Fellowship.
"Most people who call have
a personal problem," Mrs.
Baxtersaid. "About half of the
callers
are
University
students, and half are Bowling

FDA requests

WBGU-FM (88.01 presents
FLASH Gordon in "Mary the
Merciless."
Flash Gordon is the first in
a weekly series of radio
programs from the 1930's and
•ill's The half-hour program
presented weekly at 11 p.m.
will include such radio stars

as the "Shadow". "The Lone
Ranger, ""Amos and Andy, "
"Gangbusters" and many
others. Hosting the program
will be Sam Giarrusso.
Mel Martin, director of
special programming at
WBGU was the originator of
the series. The tapes for the

Weekend Special
Thurs. Fri. Sat. Only

Cliff's
Notes is j
having
ia Ph.D.
at your
beck &
call i
Us* CM! i Notes when
you study literature
it s hkf tiding A PhD
at your bech and call
iSee list at ri|[lit t
th" s Notes authors are
scholars and have
taught the Morhf they
wtte aoout theykno*
*hat, you need to help
you outside the class
room and you get it MI
clear concise lorm

Crochet
Vests

6

(Reg. $12.00)
Navy, Black, Gold

«
*

French
river.
Place of

KIliilillK

force: init.
to Head in
rrancc,
i>;> Prohibit.

gladiatorial
contests.
Surrounds.

All men interested in
lacrosse should meet at 7 p.m.
in room 122, Library.

p
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WOMEN'S RECREATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
Will meet in the south gym
of the Women's Bldg. at 7
p.m.
New members are
welcome,

i.«,

■1 nut (NK»l"SPller or wm

211 Coal anil
iron region.
311 — the right

direction.
32 Swedish
soprano
34 Hones of the
hoih.

11 Climbing
plant.

stroke.

with: si.
Wild Moose.

WASHINGTON! AP)The Food
and Drug Administration
announced yesterday it intends to require the use of
shatter-proof lenses in all
eyeglasses.
The
substitution
of
laminated
glass,
heattempered glass or plastic for
ordinary glass should reduce
the estimated 120,000 injuries
a year from broken eye-glass
lenses, the FDA said.
The regulation will cover
all prescription glasses and all
types of sun glasses. Contact
lenses are exempted.
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WOMEN'S LIBERATION

1

Will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
the Taft Room, Union. This is
an organizational meeting for
all interested.
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numbers of bridge lovers, claim Goren has

nnnnn

furnished crutches for beginners.

WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parker and Johnny hart
TiTU. ThOSE

«STUJ>IC>

serWTRiES To
J

■V

TEN

■■

HL'Nf■ SCAI. l NG 31
^R THE NCR'Hjfl
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EUROPE

IC-l

II your student group, campus oiganiiation. or student government
is considering any foreign travel. Urn-Travel Corp., as the agent of
many Transatlantic air carriers, can arrange low-cost charter transportation and land arrangements lor your University group.
Your group must have a minimum ol 40 passengers consisting of only
students and educational stall ol your university and their immediate
families.
To otter the best travel services to your university, contact:

2 Big Shefs
$.99

at
Burger Chef

.^H ^4-?-' ■

fr 'jM^

®

510 E. WOOSTER

swameacott. meae. 01S07
phone 149171 5»9 021?

RIDES

Ride needed lo Columbus or
Purdue-Indy
area
any
weekend Willpsy. Heidi 3711430.
Ride Needed-Toledo suit
Hospital or vicinity every

wad. call sswaat

A

mourn-

>£

Congratulations Sutanne asd
Phil on your recent Delt
punuif.
Marilyn. Janice,
Becky
For the beat atmosphere, the
best pass and the bast beer
try Ye OHe PUsa Pub across
from the C k I

BUSINESS
PORTUMTIES

31 l». YMCA Snibs
Uflcstion
class.
OrfsnitaUonsI meetinK
Oct. 4. 3 p m 3rd door
Call Barney Utuejohn

COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Immediate work and income
available lo the student who
has some afternoons and
evenings free, u a self starter
and needs money, pleasant
dignified work.
Several
students presently putting
themselves through school In
this
manner.
Career
management
training
program available to those
who qualify. Upper classmen
male or female desired. For
confidential interview call 3U0114

cerSun.,
I'M
391-

Fln-n-Eslcon Scuba Club wUI
hold it's first monuity meetinc
Sun.. Oct 4. m River Room.
U.U. at 1:00 pm
New
members or anyone interested
welcome.
Sank in the slime at the Suj Ep
Mud Tug.
Oct 3. 1 30 at
Sterling Farm.
Snuggle Besr No 1 MWAA
Happy Anniversary S.B.
Don't miss "Frank's Lunch"
Friday s-1] In Mid-Am Room.
LOST* FOUND

TONIGHT

Visit The Loft." Gallery of
Fine Arts. 104H S. Main
lAbaeelssly'slTuas.^rrt. 94,
Sal 114.

7:30-9-30

Undecidfd' Uptight' ConfusedRatsnaen.
Cuunaaling Center 330 Student
Services

The Phi Mu Washboard Band Will Ptrfortr

Sag Ed Sam Sea: Gel high lor

OP-

theMUDTUG l:30Sat..Oet
3 at Sterling Farm

PERSONAL

THE BROTHER8 OF ALPHA TAU OMEGA
WISH TO INVITE ALL WTERESTXD MEN TO

- -—* Iilliii^5

IIIMI

Rule Wanted lo Alnens. Oct.
Ml .tier 9:30 call collect
Terns 713-4941

OPEN HOUSE
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Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Alumni room, Union. The
meeting is open to all campus
women interested in Joining
the group.

THE POWDER
PUFF
MMtje

2K Pretentiously chic:
colloq.

objects.
Ill (.its at fool
of Pikes
Peak.

WOMEN'S RECREATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

jtiU&*titefc

spreads.
49 All-time
best seller.
ill Goes with
aid.
53 Wander.
5S (live on*.
54 "I — the end
of my rope."
55 Captain —.
."di Short.
quick

hoof.
27 Swiss river.

similar

DOWN
I Party for
iiii-ii only.

I.S 111 i-.ul

a horse's

a n i inn I.
7 Controlling
device.
K Foster
mother:
Lai.
!l Collection l

Air.
83 Cape
Kennedy's

tributary.

35 Burn.
3« Without:
Fr.
42 Pilchard.
44 One kind of
deal.
li. Trim.
47 Italian seaport.

13 Bestowed.
21 Ancient
country.
22 Corporate
initials.
23 NO Is.
l'ii Sound of

capital.
5 Kind of
windowglass,
li Pack

3:21
Seed coat.
lilt Chess piece
Lump of soil.
lil Wicked.
Not actually
62 Marshy deexpressed.
pression: S.
I'hangi

Mountains.
Fiiniilar.

for eyeglasses

TO
DO
TOD8Y
LACROSSE

t\ i

Validates.

one week."
Organized by a group of
Bowling Green citizens, the
Crisis Service staff now
numbers 17 people.
Keil said that several
people called to volunteer
their help the first day.
"The most beautiful thing
that happened was the boy
who called to say thanks for
establishing the service," Keil
said.

12 Founder of
the Ottoman
Empire.

I Slate

59 ". .. glory
—": 1 Cor,

assembly.

$ A 99

Bone ,

2 English
title.
3 Zoological
suffix.

By Lois Hillii
ACROSS

Greek

Git CliH'i Notts and get
more out ot your liter*
turo counts Ste your
dtaltr todiy
Nearly .'00 Titles
Covering All Classics
Frequently Assorted
m College

program were prepared by
William Schurk, the head of
the audio and the popular
culture centers at the
University library.
Schurk also was instrumental in purchasing the
programs for the library.
However, the original purpose
of the purchase was to support
the popular culture courses
offered here.
"The program can be
enjoyed for the mere fact that
it exemplifies the type of
society that television has
followed," Giarrusso said.
"This was the beginning to
television," he said.

problem.
"We
determine
the
seriousness of the case by the
kind of problem and by the
questions we ask," Mrs.
Baxter explained. "One time,
one person called to ask how to
cook roast beef."
"We've had a lot of calls,
and we think we've helped a
lot of people," Keil said. "The
Crisis Service has been functioning on a 24-hour basis for

PUZZLE

Tibetan
priest.
Park in
Selkirk

Sounds of nostalgia on radio w kum
ByBobTkacz
Connoisseurs of the "heroic
age" of radio will have the
chance to satisfy their appetites tonight night when

Green residents. Most of the
calls involve getting along
with family, friends or
roommates."
One person called while
experiencing a bad trip from
drugs. "If a person has a bad
trip, we talk to him until we
can get him help," Keil said.
Callers with a serious
problem are referred to
professional counselors,
according to their respective

Last 1 pair of inn's brown
glasses in Irani of PtsaneUo'i
on Friday 39. Call 7-1179
LOST:
Women's gla
brown near Hayes aad
University Halls, Friday.
September 29
Please call
Laura
J914U3 or 3734471.

Babysitter Wsnted-one aftsrnoon per weak. 3:3M:0O
pm Should have own transportation
Call 3334911 or

man.
COOKS. Evening hours.
Howard
Johnson's
S.
Reynolds R . Maumee Good
wages with meals included
No eapertence necessary,
phone 3934141 and sat for Mr
Feathers or Mrs Smith
F..M -GiUigan. Edwards and
MeOembaum need student
volunteers Anyone interested
in campaigning for any of
these men cell 3934011

anytune after 4:00
as Firebird
Black tspeed
Extras. Must sell 392-1473
69 red Mustang w-vinyl lop
Auto
Msunce Dewese
Weston aSMlal alter S 00
3 Dog Night Tickets Needed
Contact 313 Harmon 371-4439.
Do you need another friend*
Sec our A.K.C. Longhair
Dachshund Puppies 3344B3S
POSTER COLLECTORS-Ssn
Francisco Rock Concert
Posters Full color Out of
print Full sise originals, from
the
Plllmore
Auditorium Guaranteed
highest quality or money
refunded.
Originally cost
II SO aa. Limited offer I for
at to Wa pay postage. Arbuckle Bros. 3t71 Piedmont
Ave Oakland Ca 94111
Gerhus for sale.
Contact
LIFE. Vicki Evans at Mia
Better Business MachinasTypewnlers. adders and
calculators Sales Service and
Rentals S7S Main. 3U-77M
daily HI I pjn Sat. til 9.

Guitar instructions in my
home call 3U-3K3 alter 3 pm
WANTED:
1 open minded
female to sleep In and do light
housework
Air conditioned.
furnished and male occupied.
Very reasonable. Phone Doug
M4M
1 modem room for male
graduate student or faculty
member. Contact 111 4th St.
House to sublet immediately
for 3 or possibly 4 male
students UO deposit. ISO per
month. Must be willing to sign
one year contract 731tthSt.
after 4.30 p m
Vacuum Cleaners tor rent By
the day. weak, or month or
purchase.
Pick ap and
delivery call 393411*.
Roommate Wanled-13? par
mo -Furnished-See
Dove123 E. Marry.
Garage Sale:
Oct 2.2-4-7
pjn. mi Bone a. Hone
Furn. etc.
Dssks. records,
dishes etc.
Taps rec
much more.
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Allies destroy division
SAIGON (AP) - A topranking South Vietnamese
field commander claimed
yesterday that his forces had
virtually destroyed a North
Vietnamese army division in
three months of fighting
around Fire Base O'Reilly in
the northern sector of South
Vietnam.

I.t. Gen. Hoang Xuan Lam,
commander of the northern
quadrant of South Vietnam,
told newsmen in Da Nang that
his forces, with support from
American bombers, had
wiped out the equivalent of
two regiments from the North
Vietnamese 324B Division.
"The 324B Division which

Guerrillas release
hijack hostages

Aiaociotad Kraal Wlrga)lw)l>

PVT. STEVE Carrier (right) has been
informed by the Defense Oept. that he will
soon join twin brother Mike in civilian life.
The Richland, Mich., twins were given

number 246 in the draft lottery, but a
clerical error subtracted 100 from Steve's
number and he got his draft notice, while
Mike prepared for college.

FBI joins investigation

Driver dies in blast
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP)
- A truck loaded with commercial explosives, apparently hit by a sniper's
bullet, disintegrated with a
shattering blast on the
western edge of Springfield
early Wednesday. The truck
driver was presumed killed.
The Missouri Highway
Patrol reported a few hours
later two men and two women
had been arrested in connection with the case. Their
names were withheld.
A witness told authorities
he saw a man in a passing car
fire a shot at the truck as it
approached the Springfield
city limits on Interstate 44.
The truck was operated by
Tri-State Motors, Inc., of
Joplin, Mo., which specializes
in transportation of explosives
and radioactive materials.
The firm has been struck

by Teamsters Local 823 since
Sept. 14.
The FBI Joined sheriff's
officers and the highway
patrol in the investigation.
There was no immediate
indication of motive.
The blast, felt 15 miles
away, dug a crater 30 feet
deep and SO feet wide in the
highway, blocking all four
lanes. It caused considerable
damage in the area.
The truck driver was
identified by the company as
John Gait, 48, of Oklahoma
City.
The patrol said a witness
told of seeing a shot fired at
the truck as it passed an interchange on Interstate 44
west of Springfield.
Identifications of those
arrested and details of the
charges against them were

not immediately available.
Two drivers on the truck
were missing and believed
dead. Two women, residents
in the area at the western city
limits, were hospitalized with
undetermined injuries.
The Missouri Highway
Patrol and the Greene County
sheriff's office said they were
investigating a report the
truck had been fired on from a
passing car shortly before the
explosion.
The sheriff's office said two
men were being questioned,
and that three men were
sought.FBI agents joined the
investigation.
A car was found abandoned
near the scene, and officers
said they uncovered a 3OJ0
rifle and an expended cartridge nearby.
The truck was one of a two-

California blazes near end;
moist weather aids fi
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Fire
fighter aided by cool, moist
weather drew tighter lines
around burning brush and
timber tracts yesterday and
the worst blazes in California's history appeared near an
end.
Shortly
before
dark
Tuesday the last of the 147mile perimeter of the MalibuChatsworth-Simi blaze northwest of downtown Los
Angeles was surrounded.
Near San Diego, officials said
a 200,000-acre fire was
largely contained.
The death toil stood at 10,
damage since the outbreak

Friday was estimated at $175
million and almost a halfmillion acres were scorched.
More than 400 homes and 193
other
structures
were
destroyed.
Still burning were an
18,000-acre blaze in Sequoia
National
Forest
near
Bakersfield and a 32,500 acre
brush and timber fire nearby.
A 12,000-acre brush fire
burned in Cuyamaca State
Park in San Diego County.
Firemen continued to fight
an 8,600-acre blaze in San
Bernardino County, where a
21-year-old man was booked
for investigation of the
misdemeanor charge of

setting off firecrackers in a
fire hazard area.
"The weather made all the
difference," a spokesman for
the Los Angeles County fire
department said. "We didn't
have the hot winds for the past
two days and there was a
marked
increase
in
humidity."
Hot winds blasting from
the desert at up to 80 miles an
hour gave rise to the outbreak.
Officials said some of the
fires may have been spontaneous, but during the next
four days hundreds popped up
throughout Southern
California and some of these
were blamed on arsonists.

Acfor Horton dies at 84,

truck convoy. The other truck,
about a half mile ahead, was
not touched by the explosion.
A security officer for the
trucking company said the
explosive was of dynamite
composition.
The highway patrol said a
witness reported that he saw a
man fire a shot at the truck
from a car on the eastbound
ramp of the highway at the
Greene County Route intersection.
The witness said he
followed the car, and furnished the patrol with a
description and a license
number.

ATHENS (AP) - The last
six hostages held
by
Palestinian guerrillas in
Jordan since Sept. 6 left
yesterday for New York,
happy about going home.
The six American men
arrived from Amman via
Nicosia, Cyprus, aboard a
Cyprus Airways flight and
then switched to a TWA
jetliner for their direct flight
to New York.
They told newsmen they
had been held in the town of
Irbid in northern Jordan, a
scene of fierce fighting in the
Jordanian civil war.
They said they had been
quartered in a school
basement out of the way of the
fighting and were treated well
by the guerrillas.
Palestinian
guerrillas
turned the six over to the
International Red Cross
Tuesday, clearing the way for
the release of seven Arab
commandos imprisoned in
Britain, Switzerland and West
Germany. The former captives, all reported in good
health, were driven from
north
Jordan to Amman,
Jordan's capital.
The Swiss government said
Monday that its three Arab
prisoners, convicted of
shooting up an El Al airliner
last year, would be freed as
soon as the last hostages were
"safe and sound outside
Jordan."

Under a three-nation accord, Britain and West Germany have promised to do
likewise with the commandos
held in their countries, including woman guerrilla Leila
Khaled, captured in Britain in
an
attempted
airliner
hijacking early this month.
Thirty-two Americans who
had been held hostage in
Jordan since the series of
airliner
hijackings
by
guerrillas three weeks ago
flew from Amman on Sunday.
The final six were taken
prisoner Sept. 6 aboard a
Trans World Airlines flight
from Tel Aviv to New York.
John Hollingsworth, 43, of
Sacramento, Calif., a State
Department employee, said
conditions
were
very
satisfactory during their time
in guerrilla hands.

tried to take O'Reilly has been
rendered almost ineffective."
said Lam. "The enemy has
conducted only sporadic
shelling attacks in recent
days. We are firmly in control
and conditions are excellent."
Lam gave no casualty
figures for either side.
Fire Base O'Reilly had
been under artillery siege
since late July and American
bombers flew hundreds of
raids against North Vietnamese positions surrounding
it.
On the battlefields of South
Vietnam, the U.S. Command
said activity increased
slightly during the past 24
hours with five engagements
in the northern sector, the
central highlands and along
the coastal plain. The command said 27 North Vietnamese troops and six
Americans were killed.
Thirteen Americans were also
wounded in the five fights.
A U.S. Navy OV10 spotter
aircraft and a U.S. Army
helicopter were shot down in
different parts of South
Vietnam. Both crewmen
aboard the OV10 bailed out
and were rescued with minor
injuries. The two crewmen
aboard the helicopter were
kiUed.
In its Vietnamization
program, the U.S. Army
turned over to the South
Vietnamese a squadron of 16

CH47 Chinook helicopters,
each capable of carrying 44
troops or heavy cargo loada.
Elsewhere in Indochina,
sources in Saigon said a South
Vietnamese C119 twin-engine
cargo plane crashed on
takeoff from Phnom Penh
Airport after landing ammunition.
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong troops attacked the rear
of a Cambodian offensive
operation stalled 47 miles
north of Phnom Penh.
Associated Press
correspondent John T.
Wheeler reported that the
fighting was about five miles
behind the Cambodians' front
line in the Taing Kauk area.
Six Cambodian soldiers
were reported wounded. The
body of one enemy soldier was
found.
Gen.
Creighton
W.
Abrams, commander of US.
forces in Vietnam, was
hospitalized last night for the
third time this year after
collapsing in the arms of an
aide.
The U.S. Command said
the attending physician has
prescribed medication and
bed rest for Abrams "who has
been ill for the past five days
with a virus infection and a
very
slight
lung
inflammation."
"He is resting comfortably
in the 3rd Field Hospital in
Saigon," a spokesman said.

THE BROTHERS OF

ALPHA EPSILON PI
INVITE ALL INTERESTED MEN
TO THE THEIR

4th ANNUAL JUNGLE PARTY
THURS.

OCT. I

AT
8:00 P.M.

UAO
HOMECOMING CONCERT

Attention Serious Students III

THREE DOG NIGHT

Interested In A Learning Experience

SOLD OUT

That Can Also Be Enjoyable ???

UAO

BLOW YOURSELF UP
TO POSTER SIZE
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cause of death undisclosed
Encino, Calif. (AP) - Actor
Edward Everett Horton,
fluttery master of comic
befuddlement in plays,
television and more than 100
movies during a 60-year
career, is dead at the age of 84.
The wispy, purse-mouthed
character actor succumbed
Tuesday at his estate in this
San Fernando Valley suburb
of Los Angeles. No cause was
announced but the family
requested donations to the
American Cancer Society in
lieu of flowers.
A lifelong bachelor who
lived with his mother until she
died at the age of 102, Horton
is survived by two brothers
and a widowed sister. The
latter had shared his home in
recent years.
Born in Brooklyn, N.Y., the
son of a compositor for the
New York Times, Horton
made his professional debut in
1910 in the chorus of "The
Mikdado"
soon
after
graduating from Columbia
University.

He was alert, vigorous and
busy almost until the end,
making guest appearances in
TV shows.
His last was a "Governor
and J.J." show taped a few
weeks
ago. - He
was
hospitalized briefly earlier
this month at Glenn Falls,

N.Y., for an undisclosed
ailment, then returned here.
Horton polished his style
until he was virtually an acting unique.
He played
almost any role thatcalledf or a
display of confusion, panic or
disintegration in the face of
adversity-sales clerks.

YOGA LESSONS
$10.00 For
10 Lessons
If tatirtst.d, lifi ip
at U.A.0. Office 3rd floor
of UoKrorsHf Uiioi

ALL PROSPECTIVE SPRING QUARTER, 1971,

"* .kit

STUDENT TEACHERS
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i

•* "!.v '
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AKE REQUESTED TO MAKE APPLICATIONS ON
MONDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1970,
IN THE DOGWOOD SUITE,
3RD FLOOR OF THE BGSU UNION,
HOURLY MEETINGS WILL BE HELD FROM
1:00 TO 6:00

THE BROTHERS OF

SIGMA CHI
WOULD LIKE TO ANNOUNCE THEIR OFFICERS
FOR FALL QUARTER.

PRESIDENT
DAVE HORVATH
VICE PRESIDENT
BRIAN KOSSMAN
SECRETARY
RICK BUSS
TREASURER
TOM D.VAN
CORRESPONDING SEC.
BILL FRUTH
PLEDGE TRAINER
SAM HODULICH
HISTORIAN
DAVE BASOUIN
EDITOR
DAVE LASHEY
STEWARDS
JIM VALCNTI, GREG REYNOLDS

1st Anniversary Celebration

V^.TAN'S i-po* &
194 S.
Main

15% OFF
Small Tap»iffi««
All Toblwclofhi

20% OFF
Larg* TopastrUs

23% OF*

352-7197

ALL Earrings

10« OFF CN EVERYTHING ELSE!!!!
"GENUINE PERSIAN TEA WILL BE SERVED 9:30.4.00
THURS., FRI. & SAT.
LAY AW AY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
CultMHntdl wadding ringi ordered: Watch cleaning aUa da mV
'"SPECIALS en ..arything In lha Itora* " '
Thurt, Ftl, ft Sal.
Oct. 1-3
STOREWIDE SAVINGS 10% ■ 25%

Gifts
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otl-73 Oppotitr

BCSU

Foo I boll Stadium

- DELIGHTFULLY AIR CONDITIONED
BOWLING IJRKK.VS NEW AUTOMATED TWINS!!!

C'memat

BOX-OFFICE OPEN 6:45
EVE ..i 7 10, 9 1
L..I& Sim Mai 2 06, 4 30
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AUPjif L*"W
P'OOuCtOn St*'"9

Bartora
Streisand
Yves
Montand

Rockets aim to end jinx
Toledo, Ohio - With all
cylinders clicking in spite of a
steady rain last Saturday
night, the University of
Toledo's Rockets warmed up
for the opening of their MidAmerican Conference title
defense with a 52-3 mauling of
Marshall's Thundering Herd.
It was the 14th straight
victory for coach Frank X.
l-auterbur's Toledoans who
prepare this week to tackle a
jinx that has plagued the
Rocket boss ever since he
came here seven years ago.
Toledo travels to Ohio
University this Saturday to
begin defense of its MAC
crown, and Ijuterbur can be
pardoned if he makes it a
personal crusade, for though
he's been successful against
OU's Bobcats three times in
Toledo he never yet has
returned home a winner from

Athens and Peden Stadium.
"We'll forget what Ohio did
last week," said Ijiuterbur
after talking to scout Steve
Szabo who saw the Bobcats
lose at Minnesota, 49-7. "We
know Ohio will give us one
heckuva game. It's their first
one at home, and they'll be
tougher than nails If for no
other reason than that."

G

Water polo action
The water polo club will
play an intrasquad game,
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. in the
Natatorium which is open to
the public at no charge.
Bowling Green will oppose
Onio University and Western
Michigan next Saturday in
their opener. Tom Stubbs is
the coach.

sporrs
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THE

Wooster Wine Shop
a.c E.
i' Wooster
U.....I....
425

BOX OFFICE OPEN 6:45
EVE ol 7:15, 9 30
Sol & Sim Mol 2:10, 4:30

-

D<»
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-
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Bowling Green, Ohio

«■*

in the rear of The Wooster Shop
Open 1hAM to 12 PM Mon - Sat

WE'VE CHANGED!!
Now We Are
Specializing In
Cold Beer,
Wine And
Mixes.

Freshman sub sparks
first soccer victory
Before last Saturday,
freshman Dave Dyminski
had listed his greatest sports
thrill as playing against a
soccer team from Germany.
However, the odds are good
that the Webster, N.Y.^ooter
now has a new "top thrill"
after coming off the bench to
score two goals in his first
collegiate soccer game.
The 6-3, 175-pound rookie
will probably again be in a

"iBf

"Super-Sub" role on Saturday
when the BG booters kick off
their home season at 2 p.m.
against a tough Kent State
squad which was one of three
teams to defeat Coach Mickey
Cochrane's club last season.
Dyminski's two goals,
which broke a 0-0 deadlock in
the fourth quarter, have to be
an amazing performance
since the tallest Falcon has
been a defensive performer

CLAZEL

HELD OVER INTACT
FROM CINEMA I
Wtfknights only at 7:45
Sat. «. Sunday nights at 1:00,4: IS 41:00

Stop In And
Pick Up Your
Party Needs.
IMPORTED ft

people

NO THKU 0CT 6

PARTY SNACKS

Bo. Of I.e. oo.n 7: IS
Cortoon 7:50

ivood/tock
Mm. 12.75

OPENING

But the Falcon rrcanman
seems to thrive on different
situations. After all, he is the
soccer team's leading scorer.
That's not bad for a substitute.
Center Halfback Wolfgang
Petrasko of Trenton, N.J., and
Fullback Bob Gofus of
Freeport, N.Y., have been
named offensive and defensive "Players-of-the-Week"
for their performances in
Bowling Green's 3-0 soccer
victory over Dayton.

PORTAGE

DOMESTIC WINES
POP ICE

thus far in his career.
However, Dyminski moved
up to the front line at the inside right spot and it looks like
he has found a new home.
Besides winning two letters
in high school soccer and
leading his team to an 11-3
season as a senior, Dyminski
lettered twice in tennis and
had the unusual honor of
winning
the
sectional
championship in badminton.

UNCUT
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BIG HITS 2

WAR OF THE
GARGAAITUAS

oiiimbymichael wad leigh. produced b,
bob maurice • a wadleigh-maurice, ltd.
production • technicolor® from worner bros
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